Abstract. Polynomials trk() = trk(; d\), k = 0,1,2,..., are constructed which are orthogonal with respect to the weight distributions d\(t) = (t/(e' -l))r dt and d\(t) = (I/O' + V)Y dt, r = 1,2, on (0, oo). Moment-related methods being inadequate, a discretized Stieltjes procedure is used to generate the coefficients ak, ßk in the recursion formula "¡t+i(0 = (' -«*K(0 -/V*-i(0. * -0,1,2,..., ir0(f) = 1, «■_!(<) -0. The discretization is effected by the Gauss-Laguerre and a composite Fejér quadrature rule, respectively. Numerical values of ak, ßk, as well as associated error constants, are provided for 0 < k ^ 39. These allow the construction of Gaussian quadrature formulae, including error terms, with up to 40 points. Examples of n-point formulae, n = 5(5)40, are provided in the supplements section at the end of this issue. Such quadrature formulae may prove useful in solid state physics calculations and can also be applied to sum slowly convergent series.
1. Introduction. We are interested in Gaussian quadrature on [0, oo] relative to the weight functions er(t) = (t/(e' -l))r and <pr(f) = (l/(e' + l))r. These functions arise, for example, in solid state physics and are referred to, when r = 1, as Einstein and Fermi functions, respectively. Integrals with respect to the measure dX(t) = er(t) dt, r = 1 and 2, are widely used in phonon statistics and lattice specific heats [7, §10] , [1, §2.4] , and occur also in the study of radiative recombination processes [9, §9.2]. Specifically, the average energy of a quantum harmonic oscillator of frequency « at temperature T (representing thermal vibrations of crystal lattice atoms) is given by -h<¿ ( 
1.1) u = exp(hu/kT) -1 '
where h = h/2m (h is the Planck constant) and k is the Boltzmann constant. Therefore, U = kTex(hu/kT), where ex is Einstein's function. Letting g(u) denote the phonon density of states function, and integrating (1.1) over the entire frequency range, the total energy of thermal vibration of the crystal lattice becomes Furthermore, differentiating U with respect to temperature T, yields the crystal lattice heat capacity at constant volume, ■ --= f (hu/kT)2 0 (exp(r2w//cr) -1) ;kg(o>) exp(hu/kT) du, that is, (1.3) C = k2T /■<» /•CO / e2(t)f(t) dt where f(t) = e'g((kT/h)t).
Similarly, integrals of the type /0°° q>x(t)f(t) dt (in fact, more generally /o° <Pi(* ~ to)f(t) dt, for some parameter t0) are encountered in the dynamics of electrons in metals, where they express the specific heat of the electron gas [8, §9.17] . For an application to heavy doped semiconductors, see also [10] .
It will be shown in Section 4 that integration with respect to dX(t) = ex(t) dt and dX(t) = <px(t) dt is also useful in summing slowly convergent series whose general term is expressible in terms of a Laplace transform or its derivative.
Gaussian quadrature relative to the weight functions er and <pr will be particularly attractive in the case r = 1, since both weight functions then have poles with nonzero residues, the former at 2mri, n = ±1, ±2,..., the latter at (2n + l)wi, n = 0, +1, ±2,_Classical integration, even based on Gauss-Laguerre quadrature, will often be too slow, but will be used to generate the desired quadrature rules, at least in the case of the weight function er; see (2. 3) below.
The problem, basically, amounts to generating the coefficients ak, ßk in the recursion formula «*+i(0 -('-«*K(0 -rV*-i(')> k = 0,1,2,..., n_x(t) = 0, *0(0 = 1 for the (monic) orthogonal polynomials trk(-) = irk(-; dX), k = 0,1,2,-(/?0 is arbitrary, but will be defined as ß0 = /0°° dX(t).) Once the first n of these coefficients, ak, ßk, k = 0,1,... ,n -1, and ßn, are known, the w-point Gaussian quadrature formula A number of methods are available, and have been analyzed in [4] , for computing the recursion coefficients ak, ßk. They are either based on the moments (or modified moments) of the weight distribution dX(t), or else use a suitable discretization of the inner product /•OO (u,v)=f u(t)v(t) dX(t), u,v Jn P.
where u, v are polynomials. In the next section we discuss the relative merits of these methods for constructing the particular orthogonal polynomials at hand.
2. Generation of the Recursion Coefficients. We consider first the weight function er. The classical approach (for example, the Chebyshev algorithm; see [4, §2.3] ) departs from the moments of the weight function, which, in the case at hand, can be expressed in terms of the Riemann zeta function f(z), It is well-known, however, that the moments pk define the recursion coefficients <xk, ßk and the associated Gaussian quadrature formulae poorly in a numerical sense.
The map Gn from the first 2« moments pk,k = 0,\,2,...,2n -1, to the weights X'J1' and nodes T"(n) of the «-point Gaussian formula, in fact becomes progressively more ill-conditioned as n increases. This is illustrated in Table 2 is shown as a function of « for r = 1 and r = 2, respectively. (Numbers in parentheses indicate decimal exponents.) Table 2 .1
The numerical condition of various maps relating to the construction of orthogonal polynomials irk( ■ ; erdt), r = 1,2. 8 .556 (1) Sometimes the condition can be improved by employing modified moments vk = j™pk(t)er(t) dt, where {pk} is a system of (monic) polynomials suitably chosen. If the support interval is infinite, however, as in the case at hand, the improvement is often not sufficient to make this a viable alternative. The fourth column of Table 2 .1 indeed confirms this. Here, r = 1, and ex(t) ~ te'' as t -» oo, so that the monic Laguerre polynomials with parameter a -1, pk(t) = (-1)**!L£>(/), k-0,1,2,..., appear to be the most natural choices for the polynomials pk. The corresponding modified moments can be shown to be expressible in terms of the (forward) differences, with unit step, of the Riemann zeta function at z = 2, /•OO (2.2) vk= pk(t)ex(t)dt=(k + \)\Akï(z)\^2, k = 0,1,2,....
•"o
The map Gn in Table 2 .1 is the map from the first 2« normalized modified moments *k = vk\\oPk\t)ie'tdt]'x/2, k « 0,1,...,2« -1, to the weights X<;> and nodes t,(b) of the «-point Gaussian quadrature formula (1.4) (with dX(t) = ex(t) dt). The entries in the fourth column exhibit the estimate derived in [4, Eq. (3.15) ] for the condition of G". It can be seen that cond G", while somewhat smaller than cond Gn, is still growing unacceptably fast.
The modified Chebyshev algorithm (cf. [4, §2.4] ), run in single precision on the CDC 6500 (machine precision: ca. 15 significant decimal digits), with the modified moments (2.2) computed in double precision, indeed loses accuracy very much in accordance with the growth of cond Gn; the number of correct decimal digits observed in ak, ßk, k = 3(3)18, is 14, 11, 10, 6,2,0, respectively, not a single digit being correct for k = 18, not even the sign of ßxs.
An additional complication arises in connection with the high-order differences in (2.2), which are subject to considerable cancellation errors. For k = 40, for example, one must expect a loss of approx. 12 decimal digits.
In contrast, methods based on discretization appear to be incomparably more effective, particularly if one uses the natural discretization based on the GaussLaguerre quadrature rule, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which is roughly determined (cf. [4, §3.4] ) by the condition of the map Hn: (Xx,...,Xn,Tx,...,Tn) -» (a0,...,an_x,ß0,...,ß"_x), is rather good. This can be seen from the last two columns of One might expect that a discretization analogous to the one in (2.3) works well also for the weight function <pr. This, however, is not the case, at least not if r = 1. Convergence turns out to be slow on account of the poles at ± iir, which are twice as close to the real axis as in the case of ex. For example, to obtain 20 correct decimal digits (in the case r -1 and for « = 40), requires N = 361. We used instead a discretization procedure based on the composite Fejér quadrature rule, decomposing the interval of integration into four subintervals, [ Table 1 and ft0 = 2[f(2) -f(3)] in Table 2 (cf. Eq.
(2.1)), agree to all 25 decimal digits with the values obtained from the 41S-table of the Riemann zeta function in [6] . Similarly, one checks the values ft0 = In 2 in Table  3 and ft, = In 2 -\ in Table 4 . Corresponding «-point Gaussian quadrature formulae, « = 5(5)40, for r = 1 and r = 2, can be found to 25 significant decimal digits in Tables 5-8 in the supplements section at the end of this issue.
We illustrate these formulae by computing the integrals /i-/"«-'T7*-ï(2)-l, where f(z, a) is the generalized zeta function. Table 3 .1 shows the «-point approximations /,(«) to I¡, i = 1,2, together with the relative errors r¡(n), for n = 5(5)25. Similarly, /,(«) and r,(«), / = 3,4, are shown in Table 3 .2. In each entry the first digit in error is underlined. The error term in (1.4) yields the bounds 7"//,, / = 1,2,3,4, for the relative error, which can be computed with the help of Tables  1-4 of the Appendix and the limit values in Tables 3.1, 3 .2; they are summarized in Table 3 .3 for « = 5(5)25. The bounds for I2,14 are seen to be considerably sharper than those for IX,I3. Table 3.3 Relative error bounds for I¡(n),i = 1,2,3,4. 4 . Summation of Series. As an application of Gaussian integration with weight functions e, and <px, we consider the summation of series whose general term is expressible in terms of the derivative of a Laplace transform, or in terms of the Laplace transform itself. Suppose, for example, that ak = -F'(k), where
Similarly, for "alternating" series, one obtains
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
If the series on the left are slowly convergent and the respective function / on the right is smooth, then low-order Gaussian quadrature applied to the integrals on the right provides one (among many other) possible summation procedure. If / exhibits singularities, then the weight function may have to be modified if the effectiveness of the procedure is to be preserved (cf. Example 4.4). In the following examples, "(a)", "(b)", "(c)" refers to a, b, c of Eq. (4.2).
Example 4.1. (a) !**_,(*: + l)"2 = 7r2/6 -1. Here, -F'(p) = (p + l)-2, and F(p) = (P + I)-1) the integration constant being zero on account of F(p) -» 0 as p -» oo. Thus, f(t) = e'1, and the second column of Table 3 .1 shows the rapid convergence of Gaussian quadrature in this case. For example, 15-point quadrature already yields 12 correct decimal digits. In contrast, 10 000 terms of the series would give only 3-digit accuracy.
(b) L"_1(-l)*~1(/c + l)"2 = 1 -tt2/12. Applying Gaussian quadrature to the integral in (4.2b) yields the results shown in Table 4 .1. To guarantee, on the basis of Leibniz' convergence criterion, the same accuracy as the one achieved for n = 15 would require the summation of approximately 690 000 terms.
(c) ¿Zf-x(-l)k~l(k + l)"1 = 1 -ln2. The convergence behavior of Gaussian quadrature applied to the integral in (4.2c) is evident from the second column of 
The original function is here /(f) = J0(2<JJ). This being an entire function, we expect Gaussian quadrature in (4.2) to converge rapidly. This is confirmed in Table 4 .2, which shows the relative errors for the «-point formula, « = 2(2)12. The exact sums (to 24 significant digits), as determined by Gaussian quadrature, are, respectively,
The first 10 000 terms of the series yield, respectively, 3,7 and 4 correct decimal digits. The Bessel function J0 was evaluated by means of the rational approximations in [5] indexed 5852, 6553 and 6953. The first 10 000 terms yield 3,8 and 4 correct decimal digits, respectively. 10] , where a Gauss-Jacobi quadrature with parameters a = 0, ft = \ (to account for the r1/2-singularity at t = 0) was used, and one on the interval [10, oo] , where we used Gauss-Laguerre quadrature as before. With the special Gaussian quadrature rules thus obtained, convergence of the summation process is very satisfactory; see Table 4 fc-i The error function was evaluated by a double precison version of the incomplete gamma function routine in [2] , observing that erf ]ft -g*(\, t)\n the notation of [2] .
Appendix AI: Recursion coefficients ak, ßk and error constants yk for orthogonal polynomials irk(-\ erdt), r = 1,2. ,7914749115710  57075454825d+01  ,991694622623751660309063d+01  ,191898156385961846196465d+01  ,392087407159060452589958d+01  ,592263972351102829585861d+01  ,792429209778631102387506d+01  ,992584281999713000914784d+01  ,192730191011571674407895d+01  .392867805694775205910431d+01  ,592997883731142093202883d+01  ,793121089264575994179349d+01  ,9932380072490567523374lld+01  ,193 3 49155194 2 53981710560d+01  ,393454992848980916810097d+01  ,593555930237275729008440d+01  .793652334368491309339130d+01   ,993 744 53 487 2 51859393 0477d+01  ,193832828757930287545616d+01  ,393917484449982621596683d+01  593998745233871150386916d+01  ,794076832204093652786452d+01  994151946801537136949917d+01   644934066848226436472415d+0  0  811783690642112489289654d+00   676288706260277787680856d+00  156744408657869148844530d+01  94 73894 4 50164 51747566531d+01  939056708923949547049877d+01  131469329707496049141402d+01  524456680862040935918879d+01  117904800086908599819680d+01  911733086545634278259615d+01  090588203798980126014925d+02  310030623930625789347323d+02  5494 9700904 517282 0025340d+0 2  808984506906222174100004d+02  088490790318381268700652d+02  388013930944475277549535d+02  707552309641486213037546d+02  047104551169241967842131d+02  406669475630502474295334d+02  7862460616812148410  53902d+02  185833418200242159627432d+02  605430762155397308587299d+02  045037401085301054018693d+02  504652719072102149716323d+02  984276165390506043752540d+02  483907245234129654656713d+02  003545512072496003149494d+02  543190561301266397056653d+02  1028 4202492 78511271 49421d+0 2  6 8249956 7093196335570932d+0  2  282162880274321890289169d+02  9018316 8204 5221630 5082 58d+02  054150571229892590247571d+03  120118473085291539833540d+03   1880868 51 53751 33 52077144d+0 3  258055685957963670922452d+03   330024957165022879643043d+03  403994647285782417304167d+03  479964739634320690278091d+03 
